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HK But gradually the Sherman law was shown to contain the means
H whereby the corporations might be restrained within the limits set
H J by just public opinion. The great octopi which had appeared to men- -
H I ace civilization were transformed as by some charm and began to be
H devoted servitors of the public, competing with one another in 'good

This is not an attempt; to defend ancient wrongs or to picture

i virtues that exist only in poetic imaginations. It is a word of cautidn
against those radicals who have preached to us in and out of season of
the elysium which would spring into being in this land of ours once we

H abolshed private ownership of public utility corporations and adopted
H government ownership.

H ' Nor do we intend to discuss the fairness of the new telephone
H rates. They may or may not be warranted by conditions. The prob--

H abilities are that the higer rates are needed if the telephone business
H is to be conducted successfully under, government control, for govern- -

H ment control is notoriously expensive and wasteful. In many ways
H private control also was costly and wasteful as the result of unregu- -

X lated competition and practices of high finance which it is needless to

V recall in this connection.
H We believe that a friendlier view of private ownership has grown
H up in this country despite the more or less "horrible examples" which
H gigantic corporations occasionally make of themselves. The people

w have come to see that the American genius is of a peculior type which
- is deadened rather than energized by government monopoly.

H When President Wilson went before Congress and frankly con- -

m fessed that he had been unable to make up his mind concerning public

(
ownership of the railways he voiced the perplexity of many who had

Hi been misled by the preachings of the panaceaists. After all, federol
M management, like the dreams of the Bolsheviki, has turned out to be
1 more dross than gold.
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B VICE FIGHTS BACK.
v

decent folk will indorse the drive of Chief of Police WhiteALL
mi the dens and dives which have been operating under the

guise of soft drink parlors while catering to the basest element of the
H underworld. Evidently the proprietors expected to engage in a rich- -

m quick business by employing girls as waitresses, dancers and cabaret
H I entertainers. It was a method of pandering to vice which promised a

wide open town once more for the underworld.

H, The chief extended his drive against the bootleggers so as to reach

H; these vicious resorts and naturally he has made new enemies. On
Hi the other hand he has won the support of innumerable citizens anxious
H, to see the city kept clean.

H It is an ancient fight this coinbat between decency and indecency.
Hi It is never wholly a triumph for either side. Sometimes the under- -
H i world dominates for a few years through political channels and then
H it is driven back to its secret lairs. It never accepts defeat and al- -

Hij ways is encroaching on the limits set by law and order.
HJ So long as Chief White continues to uproot the dens of vice
H wherever he finds them just so long will he be the target for sinister
Hr attacks and it behooves those who are willing to give him moral sup- -

H port to be ready to give him active support in any crisis.
H It is regrettable that the bootleggers and Commissioner Neslen
B should, for once, seem to be of the same mind in an unfriendly attitude
Hj toward Chief White. It is also surprising that the democrat of the
H commission should be able to dominate that republican body.
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'' THE DEMOCRATIC VOLCANO.
S

'
f QJ OME are heard to complain already that the legislature has done

O nothing. We fear that these same impatient persons soon will
complain that our lawmakers have done too much.

j Knowing the records and the propensities, also the backing of our
L leading solons, not a few of us have felt relieved to hear that they are
"

in a state of quiescence. We felt like those villagers at the foot of an
active volcano who, each night, go out of doors to calculate the volume

I of smoke and the vividness of the light crowning the mouth of the

cra6r and who turn away and say: "Not dangerous yet." At the fl
same time we feel that the volcano is there and that some day it will ! 1

erupt. We are not a bit confident that the Capitol hill volcano will not j

soon be hurling scorching scoriae and molten lava upon those of us i

who dwell in the valley. .

The Democrats continue to talk of long-ter- m commissions and I

officials they desire to name. The purpose, of course, is to pro- - '

vide jobs for "deserving Democrats" who shall be holdovers in the
days of Republican triumph. The Democrats see the drift all over the
nation. Even in the last election Utah was out of tune with the rest j

of the country. Since the election the tendency has been steadily l

away from the Democratic party and our solons, seeing that lean days r

are inevitable, would provide against the hard years of democratic
deprivation. j

The fact that the state is running hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars behind does not disturb the Democrats overmuch. Looking for-- 'j

ward to inevitable defeat they are willing to bequeath the worry to j
j

their Republican successors. Even the governor did not take a firm I

position against deficits. In his message he counseled economy, but
took care to say that economy must not stand in the way of neces-
sary improvements, or words to that intent. It sounded like an in- - r

vitation to spend while the spending was comfortable.
j

THE MUSIC MASTER.

IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI is bringing harmony out of discord in
Poland. While professional politicians and social reform-

ers are getting no better results than tumult and fighting in Russia
and Germany the music master has discovered the secret of harmony ',

in political relations and has evoked it successfully, much to the de- -
light of the Poles and their allies. '

Let us hope that the music master will not soon strike a discord. 1

The new Polish nation should, in the years not remote, shine with
something of the glory of the old Kingdom of Poland, which produced 'J

great men and heroes. But the old Poland was founded upon the ,

sands. The ruling class arrogated to itself all the rights and privileges, !

making serfs of all other classes. When assailed by stronger neigh- - -

bors Poland collapsed like a shell because it was not braced with
t

the golden bars of patriotism.
Even in their political decline the Polish people have been produc- - i

ing great men to stir the admiration and applause of mankind. If we J)

mention only Paderewski and the author of Quo Vadis, not forgetting J

Helena Modjeska who was for so long a star of the first magnitude in ,

our own histrionic firmament, we shall have demonstrated the intel-- a

lectual supremacy of the people who are now striving to establish a
free republic modeled on the lines of our own republic. .

J

J. Ogden Am. iur admits that packing profits were not too large. jJ
The Bolsheviki are making Germany as pleasant to live in as they t

made Russia. 1
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If meat prices go any higher we shall have to stop "beefing" and Jj I

just chew the rag. J
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IfSometimes you think the senate is inviting Wilson to come home M

and sometimes you think it is daring him to come home. '

M

Von Bethmann-Hollwe- g demands painless justice for Germany. J
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The English would be satisfied' if the leaders of the Irish republic m '

would speak Gaelic only, but the trouble is the Irish insist, at times, jl
on speaking plain English. J
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The Ogden Standard complains because we called the radical
legislators "red." We desire to please and, therefore, in this issue I
we will call them "yellQw." . M:
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